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Guide.
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Manual abstract:
Pass this booklet on to whoever might acquire the appliance at a future date. This appliance serves as a radio doorbell system for wireless visitor
signalisation and thus makes possible the operation of a door bell without wiring. The appliance is intended for domestic use only, not for commercial or
industrial applications. No warranty is provided for damages resulting from improper use of the appliance! 5 V Batteries, Type "AA/Mignon/LR6" 3 V
Battery, Type CR2032 Stand for the receiver Screw for fixing the transmitter on to the assembly plate Nameplates Plastic cover for the nameplate Wallplugs
with screws for transmitter assembly Wallplug with a screw for receiver suspension Operating manual Do not permit children to handle electrical appliances
without supervision, as they cannot correctly assess the possible dangers of injury. This appliance is not intended for use by individuals (including children)
with restricted physical, physiological or intellectual abilities or deficiences in experience and/or knowledge unless they are supervised by a person
responsible for their safety or receive from this person instruction in how the appliance is to be used. Children should be supervised to ensure that they do not
play with the appliance. â· Keep batteries well away from children. Children can put batteries into their mouths and swallow them. If a battery is swallowed,
medical assistance must be sought IMMEDIATELY. Do not throw batteries into a fire.
Never open batteries, never solder or weld batteries. If you do not intend to use the appliance for an extended period, remove the batteries. Do not use any
aggressive chemical substances for cleaning. Protect the receiver against moisture. @@@@@@Taking the appliance into use Take the appliance out of the
carton and remove all packaging materials.
The side marked with "+" must be facing up. replace the assembly plate h back onto the transmitter. Should the performance of the appliance diminish or fall
away completely, it means the batteries are exhausted. The used batteries should then be changed for new ones of the same type. Selecting the signal type The
receiver can indicate the reception of a door-ring signal either optically, acoustically or optically and acoustically.
To select, bring the signal type switch t into the desired position: - only acoustic ring indications, the selected melody sounds, - only optical ring indications,
the signal indicator blinks, - optical and acoustic ring indications. Adjusting the signal sound volume To select the desired signal sound volume, press the
VOL. Button e repeatedly until the desired volume level is set. Selecting the call melody There are 36 different call melodies stored in the appliance.
repeatedly press the button for melody selection r. When the desired melody sounds, stop the selection. The appliance will utilise the last melody it played as
the call melody. Synchronising the transmitter and receiver The transmitter and receiver of this doorbell system can communicate with each other on a variety
of different frequencies. Consequently, up to four transmitters can be operated with one receiver. The precondition for this is that the transmitter and receiver
within a system are working on the same frequency.
For this, you must synchronise the appliances as follows: Press the synchronisation button on the receiver The red signal indicator q now glows. Now press
the bell button w. @@@@@@@@@@@@ 68 mm) and then bore the holes for the enclosed wallplugs. Screw the assembly plate h onto the wall.
@@@@@@Bear in mind that the given range refers to the free-space range. @@@@@@@@@@@@If they do, there is a risk that the appliance could be
damaged. @@@@@@Do not, under any circumstances, dispose of the appliance in your household refuse. This appliance is subject to the provisions of
European Guidelines 2002/96/EC. transmitter and receiver units Â· Arrange for the product, or parts of it, to be disposed of by a professional disposal
company or by your communal waste facility. In case of doubt, please contact your waste disposal centre.
batteries/rechargeable batteries Â· Used batteries/rechargeable batteries may not be disposed of in household waste. â· Batteries can contain poisons which
are damaging to the environment. Therefore, dispose of the batteries/ rechargeable batteries in accordance with statutory regulations. â· Every consumer is
legally obligated to surrender batteries/ rechargeable batteries to a community collection centre in their district or to a dealer. The purpose of this obligation
is to ensure that batteries are disposed of in a non-polluting manner.
This appliance conforms with the fundamental requirements and other relevant regulations of the R&TTE Directive 1999/5/EC. A complete copy of the
original conformity declaration is available from the importer. The warranty for this appliance is for 3 years from the date of purchase. @@Please retain
your receipt as proof of purchase. @@Only in this way can a post-free despatch for your goods be assured.
@@This product is for private use only and is not intended for commercial use. The warranty is void in the case of abusive and improper handling, use of
force and internal tampering not carried out by our authorized service branch. Your statutory rights are not restricted in any way by this warranty. The
warranty period will not be extended by repairs made under warranty. this applies also to replaced and repaired parts. Any damage and defects extant on
purchase must be reported immediately after unpacking the appliance, at the latest, two days after the purchase date. Repairs made after the expiration of the
warranty period are subject to payment. .
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